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By 1850, the mint was facing a serious problem. The cost of producing
a large cent exceeded its face value. Many attempts were made to improve the cost effectiveness of minting cents. After several years, the
final result was the small cent; initially with the Flying Eagle design. The
introduction of these coins served the dual purpose of mitigating the
excessive cost of the Large Cents and retiring the worn foreign coinage
from circulation.
The Flying Eagle Cent was well received upon its introduction. Throngs
of citizens lined up at the Mint’s doors for the opportunity to exchange
their worn coins for the fresh new cents. The majestic flying eagle was a
1857 Flying Eagle Cent MS62
beautiful embodiment of liberty; it is easy to see why they were so popular. Unfortunately, striking issues caused the series to be short lived. The Eagle’s tail
frequently lacked detail. By 1858 the Mint was working on a more practical design.
The result was an American icon: the Indian Cent. The ‘Indian’ , though idealized with
European features, was an inhabitant unique to the Americas. It was a good design
choice for a Nation that wished to distinguish itself from its European origins.
For the next half century the Indian Cent was a constant in a time of remarkable
change. The population of the United States tripled during the coin’s tenure. In 1859,
the West was untamed; only occupied on the fringes. By 1909, the entire country was
settled. The Indian Cent traveled with Americans to the new frontier first in wagons,
then by rail and finally by automobile. Even after the Indian Cent ceased production,
it remained as a friendly and familiar reminder of the time when the United States
came of age.
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Indian Cents were subject to widely varying circulation patterns. They were
first very common to the point of over abundance. Within a few years, virtually all had disappeared as citizens hoarded anything of value during the War.
With peace, they became over abundant again. The mint tried to remedy this
by melting many; then redistributing others to places they were needed. At
times, recessions and depressions curtailed demand for the cents and production was reduced. These changes in demand have had a profound effect on
collectors today. Some dates are common and readily available in all grades.
1909 S Indian Cent
Many dates entered circulation and are common in worn condition but scarce
in high grades. Yet others are scarce in all grades due to extensive circulation and melting. Thus, the circulation patterns of Indian Cents tell many parts of the story of the 19th century U.S. Economy. Knowing
the dynamics of these circulation patterns from date to date makes collecting the series very interesting and
rewarding. (A Guide Book of Flying Eagle and Indian Head Cents by Richard Snow explores this topic in
greater depth. It is nicely written and entertaining to read.)
Liberty Coin Service offers a wide selection of Flying Eagle and Indian Cents certified by PCGS and
NGC, as well as nice hand selected uncertified specimens.

View Our Inventory of Flying Eagle / Indian Cents for Sale Here.

How to Collect Flying Eagle and
Indian Cents – Seven Different
Ways
1856 Flying Eagle Cent

1. The Basic Collection
Flying Eagle Cents and Indian Cents are usually collected as a single series. As with many numismatic
series, the collection can be assembled in parts. The more affordable part of the series is the group of
later dates from 1880 to 1909. Starting with the later dates will allow the collector an introduction to
quality cents at affordable prices. The 1908 S and 1909 S Indian Cent issues are the only real barriers to
completion. They are always available though, for a price.
The earlier dates present a greater challenge. Mintages in this era were generally lower owing to weak demand for the bronze cents in circulation. These
cents were only legal tender to a certain point and merchants who did not
want their registers crammed with piles of cents could and often did refuse
them in the course of commerce. Earlier Indian
Cents also met with many perils including outright
destruction, burial, corrosion and cleaning. Since so
1877 Indian Cent
few pristine earlier coins exist, prices for these issues
are much higher than the later dates. The 1877 Indian Cent is the key to the
earlier dates, followed by the 1872 Indian Cent.
For both the early and late parts of the series, collecting nice, matching choc- 1877 Indian Cent Reverse
olate brown Extremely Fine to About Uncirculated or brown Uncirculated
coins would make a very appealing collection. There is a distinct beauty to the
rich glossy surfaces of a lightly circulated bronze cent. Flying Eagle Cents and
Copper Nickel Indian Cents are also very pleasing to the eye in those grades.
For collectors with a more modest budget, nicely matched problem free very
good to fine quality coins also make an impressive display at a fraction of the
cost for higher grade coins.
1860 Indian Cent Reverse

Click Here for a free Collector’s Checklist to Help You Get Started!

2. Classic Boards
Since the Flying Eagle and Indian Cent collection is one of the most popular series of U.S. Coins to
collect, there are several different types of albums and holders to house them. An interesting option
might be to house a collection in a ‘penny board’. These were the predecessors
to the tri-fold albums that Whitman Publishing popularized in the 1940s. They
were made by several companies in the 1930s, including Whitman. These
boards are typically 11” by 14” and can be easily framed when complete. A
nice framed board, complete with cents adds a pleasing nostalgic setting for
a collection.

Wayte Raymond
Coin Board, 1940’s

Flying Eagle and Indian Cent Board by the
Gramercy Stamp Company, 1940

3. Type Set of Indian Cents
Collecting a complete set of Flying Eagle and Indian Cents in high grades can be an expensive proposition. Assembling a set of Flying Eagle and Indian Cent types is a more affordable option for the
collector that wants high grade coins. The collection could consist of high-grade circulated or nice,
uncirculated specimens. A collection could also be formed with proof coins, with the exception of
type 3 (1860 Pointed Bust), as this was not produced as a proof. The Types of cents in such a collection
would be as follows:
Flying Eagle Cent, 1856-1858
Copper Nickel Cent, Laurel Wreath Reverse, 1859
Copper Nickel Cent, Obverse with Pointed Bust (Head of 1859), 1860

1858 Flying
Eagle Cent

Copper Nickel Cent, Obverse with Rounded Bust, 1860-1864
Bronze Cent, No 'L' Obverse, 1864
Bronze Cent, 'L' Obverse, Type I Portrait, 1864-1886
Bronze Cent, 'L' Obverse, Type II Portrait, 1886-1909

1886 Type II

1864 Bronze
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4. The Clashes of 1857
Clashes occur when the obverse and reverse dies collide during the minting process without a blank
planchet between them. This leaves an impression of one die on the other which transfers to coins
struck after this occurrence. This happened frequently on many types of 19th century U.S. Coinage.
However, it is unusual to see two dies of different denomination coins clash together. This happened
in 1857 on three occasions. Flying Eagle Cent dies clashed with Obverse dies of a Liberty Seated Half
Dollar and a Twenty Dollar Gold. A Flying Eagle Cent reverse die also clashed with the reverse die of a
Liberty Seated Quarter. These clashes are very interesting when one considers how unlikely it would be
for this to happen in the minting process just once, let alone three times in one
year. These take a little creativity to find or notice on the coins, but once you
recognize one, it is very exciting. It would be fun to collect one of each clash.
In addition, it would be interesting to collect each one of the companion coins
that matches with the clashed coin (Seated Quarter, Half Dollar, and Twenty
Dollar Gold). No specimens of the Quarter, Half, or Twenty haven been found
yet with matching Flying Eagle Cent clashes. This would be especially fascinating to have the clashes from each denomination!
1857 Flying Eagle Cent
For more information on these varieties, refer to A Guide Book of Flying Eagle
Superimposed over Seated
and Indian Head Cents, Pp. 59 to 63.
Liberty Half Dollar

5. Civil War Store Cards and Patriotic Civil War Tokens
During the Civil War, citizens hoarded any U.S. Coinage they were fortunate
enough to encounter. The result was the disappearance of nearly every piece
of Federal coinage minted. An emergency currency was needed to fill the void
created by this hoarding. The privately issued copper cent-sized tokens were a
partial solution for this need to facilitate wartime commerce. The necessity was
great enough that millions of these tokens were issued and used. There are literally thousands of known varieties. While a comprehensive
Toned Civil War Token
collection of these tokens is far beyond the scope of most collectors, a representative group of them would make a fine compliment to an
Indian Cent collection. Of course, they would also make a great stand-alone
collection. The Patriotic designs reminiscent of the war are ideal for the Civil
War enthusiast. The merchant issues of mostly Northern
locales are great for the collector of hometown or home state
history. Both types represent a great amount of history
Hough & Hall, Toledo,
and a wonderful collecting value.
Ohio Civil War Token

Patriotic Civil War Token

6. Indians in U.S. Numismatics
Another possible theme incorporating Indian Cents into a collection would be a type set of U.S. Minted coins with Indian designs. Some designs are allegorical depictions of Liberty as an Indian whereas
others are more accurate portrayals of American Indians. Several are considered to be among the most
artistic examples of U.S. Coins. All are, in their own way, a tribute to the Uniquely American Indian.
The following is a list of type coins (listed chronologically by the first date of issue) that might be included in this collection.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

“Indian Princess” $1 Gold (Type II and Type III gold dollars) (1854 and 1856)
“Indian Princess” $3 Gold (1854-1889)
Indian Cent Copper Nickel, Laurel Wreath Reverse Design (1859)
Indian Cent Copper Nickel, Head of 1859, Oak Wreath Rev. (1860)
Indian Cent Copper Nickel, Rounded Bust, (1860-1864)
Indian Cent Bronze, No L Obverse, (1864)
Indian Cent Bronze, ‘L’ Obverse, Type I Design (1864 – 1886)
Type II Gold
Indian Cent Bronze, ‘L’ Obverse, Type II Design (1886-1909)
Dollar
Indian Head Eagle, No Motto (1907- 1908)
Indian Head Eagle, With Motto (1908-1933)
Indian Head Quarter Eagle (1908 -1929)
Indian Head Half Eagle (1908 - 1929)
$3 Gold
Buffalo Nickel (1913- 1938)

Indian Cent

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Indian Head
Half Eagle

Indian Head
Eagle

Missouri Commemorative Half Dollar (1921)
Missouri Commemorative Half Dollar 2X4 (1921)
Oregon Trail Commemorative Half Dollar (1926-1939)
Daniel Boone Commemorative Half Dollar (1934-1938)
Arkansas Commemorative Half Dollar (1935-1939)
Missouri

Oregon Trail

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Long Island Commemorative Half Dollar (1936)
Rhode Island Commemorative Half Dollar (1936)
Sacagawea Golden Dollar (2000-2008)
American Buffalo Commemorative Dollar (2001)
Gold Buffalo (2006-date)
Native American Golden Dollar (2009-date)
Chaco Culture Quarter Dollar (2012)

Sacagawea
Dollar

Long Island

Chaco Culture
Quarter Dollar

7. Indian Cent Encasements and Elongates
Elongated coins debuted at the World’s Columbian Exposition of 1893 in
Chicago, Illinois. Most elongates of the Indian Cent Era were issued in conjunction with large expositions such as the Columbian, Pan-American and St,
Louis Expositions. It would be an interesting exercise to collect as many dates
of Indian Cents on as many different types of elongates as possible. Many of
these are commonly encountered and very reasonably priced.
An encased coin is one inserted into (usually) an aluminum holder and
pressed into place with force. Encased cents first gained popularity during the
Pan-American Exposition of 1901. Typically, new
Henry J Wehrs Lucky
cents were used in these encasements. A date set of
Penny
Indian Cent encasements would likely contain coins
from 1900 to 1909; though earlier dates would be possible. Most of these are
good luck trinkets made as souvenirs of the World’s Fairs of the era. Some are
also advertising cards made by clever merchants of the day to attract business.
These would make an entertaining collection for anyone who appreciates the
variety of different shapes, sizes, and merchants; usually at a very reasonable
Pan Am Expo Lucky
price.
Penny
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